
Lanham - Summer Reading Assignment 
Incoming Seventh Graders 

 
Name: ______________________________________________________________     Period: ______ 
 
Overview & Directions:  
You will need to acquire the following books: 
Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card ISBN-13 : 978-0765337320 
The Omnivore’s Dilemma: Young Reader’s Edition by Michael Pollan ISBN-13 : 978-1101993835 
(advanced readers may opt to read the original The Omnivore’s Dilemma by Michael Pollan ISBN-13 : 
978-0143038580 ) 
Students may also voluntarily read the optional selection: The Giver by Lois Lowry  
 
The following questions are for guidance only. Please do not answer them in writing. Use them only to help you highlight, 
annotate, or mark with post-it's in your books as you read. We will have conversations and associated assignments when 
we return to school. Enjoy your summer! 
 
QUESTIONS FOR ENDER’S GAME 
Chapter 1: Third 

1. Discuss the significance of Ender’s monitor. 
2. Discuss the problems Ender faces as a “third”. 
3. Identify three passages describing Ender’s intelligence. 
4. How old is Ender?  Are his actions appropriate to his age? 
5. Describe the fight with Stilson. 

 
Chapter 2: Peter 

1. Describe Peter.  How does he feel about Ender?  Be thorough in your answer, as this will change over the course 
of the chapter. 

2. “Bugger” is the word used to refer to the aliens that have attacked the earth on two previous occasions.  Describe 
the buggers as you understand them from the chapter. 

 
3. This book contains some language which is often considered objectionable.  How do you feel about his kind of 

language in books?  Why do you think the author has his characters use this kind of language? 
 
Chapter 3:  Graff 

1. What does it first seem Graff has arrived to do?  What does he really want? 
2. Why must Ender’s parents let him go? 
3. “It wasn’t a charade, Mrs. Wiggin.  Until we knew what Ender’s motivation was, we couldn’t be sure he wasn’t 

another—we had to know what the action meant.”  What word did Graff mean to end his original thought with? 
Why did he have to be sure of Ender’s motivation? 

4. Graff says Ender must volunteer to go to Battle School, and he personally tells Ender many reasons which might 
convince Ender not to go.  What aspects of Battle School does Graff warn Ender about?  

5. Why are Ender’s parents ambiguous (confused) about his going to Battle School? 
6. Describe Valentine.  How does she feel about Ender?  Why wasn’t she chosen for Battle School? 
7. Explain how Ender is a composite between Peter and Valentine. 
8. Why does Ender ultimately choose to go with Graff? 

 
Chapter 4: Launch 

1. How does Ender differ from the other nineteen boys in his launch group? 
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2. What does Ender’s understanding about gravity reveal about Ender’s ability to think?  How might this benefit him 
in outer space? 

3. What effect does Graff’s assertion that Ender will be commander while the other boys are still learning have? 
How does Ender feel about his statement? 

4. Why doesn’t Graff stop the boy from hitting Ender on the head?  What happens to the boy? 
 
Chapter 5: Games 

1. Who is Dap?  Why is he important to the Launchies? 
2. Identify three passages describing Ender’s isolation. 
3. What advice does Mick give Ender?  How does Ender feel about Mick? 
4. Of what importance are the games that the boys play?  How does Ender do at these games? 
5. Who becomes Ender’s first friend?  Under what circumstances? 
6. How does Ender overcome Bernard’s malice? 

 
Chapter 6:  The Giant’s Drink 

1. Describe the battleroom.  What importance do gravity, lasers, and spacesuits have there? 
2. How do Ender and Alai become friends?  What is surprising about Ender’s relationship with Alai? 
3. Who do the boys choose to be their launch leader?  Why does their choice seem appropriate? 
4. Describe the computer game.  Why can’t Ender beat the giant at first?  How does he eventually win?  What lesson 

does this teach Ender? 
 
Chapter 7:  Salamander 

1. Why is Ender promoted?  What is surprising about his promotion? 
2. Describe the computer game now that Ender has beaten the giant.  How does Ender identify with the children in 

the game? 
3. Why is Petra Arkanian exactly the wrong kind of friend to have?  What valuable skill does she eventually teach 

Ender? 
 
 
 
 

4. What lessons does Ender learn from Bonzo Madrid about being a commander?  What instructions does Bonzo 
give Ender concerning battles? 

5. Why are adults the real enemies? 
6. Why does Ender practice with his original Launchie group?  What sorts of things does he teach them?  How does 

Bonzo feel about Ender’s practices? 
7. Discuss Salamander’s battle with Condor.  What does Ender realize at its conclusion? 
8. Why does Ender become suddenly homesick? 
9. Discuss Salamander’s battle with Leopard.  How does Bonzo react to Ender’s actions during the battle? 

 
Chapter 8:  Rat 

1. How is Rat Army different from Salamander? 
2. What surprising information does Dink Meeker relay to Ender? 
3. Why is Ender’s feet-first attach position so effective in battle? 
4. Describe Rat’s battle with Centipede.  How does Ender turn Rose’s foolish order to his advantage? 
5. Summarize Dink’s discussion with Ender as they float in the battleroom’s anti-gravity.  What surprising opinion 

does he have about the Bugger Invasion?  Does Ender believe him? 
6. Describe the other commanders’ attempts to stop Ender’s practices with the Launchies. 
7. Describe where Ender is in the computer game.  What does he see in the mirror after he defeats the snake?  How 

does he react? 
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Chapter 9:  Locke and Demonsthenes 
1. Why did the Wiggin family move from the city to rural North Carolina? 
2. Explain how the following people perceive Peter:  his parents…his teachers…Valentine. 
3. Valentine says “to keep herself safe, all she had to do was to make sure it was more in Peter’s interest to keep her 

alive than to have her dead.”  How is she valuable to Peter? 
4. What is Peter’s plan to change the world?  How does he manipulate Valentine into helping him?  What is her role 

in his scheme? 
5. What is Peter’s “greatest gift”? 
6. What names doe Peter and Valentine establish for themselves on the net?  Why do they need false identities? 
7. Why is Valentine so upset that her father agrees with Demosthenes? 
8. How has Ender gained the respect of everyone at Battle School?  What has he lost? 
9. Describe THE END OF THE WORLD on Ender’s computer game.  What part of the game can he not defeat? 
10. Why does Valentine think the I.F. is at her school?  What does Graff really want? 
11. Why, according to Valentine, does Ender see Peter in the mirror? 
12. How does Ender respond to the letter from Valentine?  Why? 
13. How does Ender defeat the snake?  What does he see when he looks in the mirror afterwards? 

 
Chapter 10: Dragon 

1. Names are exchanged in the introductory dialogue to this chapter.  Why have they been talking about Ender? 
2. What army is Ender given command of?  Why was this name retired in the past? 
3. Why did Graff give Ender all new soldiers he had not worked with before? 
4. Which way is the enemy’s gate? 
5. In what ways does Ender treat Bean exactly the way Graff treated Ender when he came to Battle School?  How 

does Ender’s discussion with Bean show what he has learned from Graff? 
 
 

6. Starting with this chapter, pay attention to how the teachers change the rules. What rules are changed, and why do 
you think the teachers change them? 
 

Chapter 11:  Veni Vidi Vici 
1. What lessons does Ender learn from his battle with Rabbit Army? 
2. Where is Dragon Army ranked after their battle with Rabbit Army? 
3. How does Ender’s friendship with Dink and Petra change? 
4. How does Ender inspire confidence and loyalty in the soldiers in his army? 
5. Why does Ender begin to watch the propaganda videos from the First and Second Invasions? 
6. Why do Graff and Anderson questions Ender seven days after his first battle? 
7. Describe Dragon’s battle with Salamander.  How does Ender insult Bonzo Madrid’s Spanish honor? 
8. Why do most kids think the game is important?  What does Ender reveal to Bean about the game’s importance? 
9. What does Ender ask Bean to do?  Why does he choose Bean for this task? 
10. What rules are changed, and why do you think the teachers change them? 

 
Chapter 12: Bonzo 

1. Why won’t the adults save Ender from Bonzo?  Does Ender think the teachers will save him from real danger? 
2. What warning does Petra give Ender?  Is he surprised 
3. How many boys come to beat Ender up in the shower?  How does Ender control the situation so he only has to 

fight one? 
4. Who comes to save Ender?  How does his intervention ensure Ender’s death? 
5. How is the fight with Bonzo similar to the earlier fight with Stilson? 
6. Why does Ender cry after the fight with Bonzo? 
7. Describe Dragon’s battle with Griffin and Tiger.  What does Ender decide after this battle? 
8. What happens to all of the soldiers in Dragon Army?  What happens to Ender? 
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9. In addition to the introductory dialogue, this chapter has an ending dialogue.  What do we discover about Bonzo 
and Stilson?  Are you surprised? 

 
Chapter 13:  Valentine 

1. Why has Ender been on earth for two months instead of the originally planned two days? 
2. Why has Ender won every fight he has had, according to him? 
3. Why does Ender hate himself?  After you have this answer, think about if for a few moments and tell how you 

feel about what has been done to Ender. 
4. Ender says he doesn’t want to beat Peter.  What does he want?  Does Valentine think this is likely? 
5. On which planet is I.F. Command?  Why won’t the pilot of the ship be able to leave once he arrives? 
6. Summarize the information Graff shares with Ender about the Buggers. 
7. What is the Third Invasion?  What does everyone else think it is? 
8. What does an ansible do? 
9. Why are we fighting the buggers? 

 
Chapter 14:  Ender’s Teacher 

1. Why doesn’t Ender like Eros?  Track your answer, as you will discover more as you read further into the chapter. 
2. What is the simulator?  Track your answer; it will develop as you read on in this chapter. 
3. Who is Ender’s teacher?  Why was he chosen?  How does he explain the fact that he is still alive? 

 
 
 
 

4. Why does Mazer Rackham say that “there is no teacher but the enemy”?  Do you agree with him? 
5. Why does Mazer Rackham beat Ender physically?  What lesson is he trying to teach? 
6. How did Mazer Rackham defeat the buggers in the Second Invasion? 
7. What was the purpose of the First Invasion?  The Second Invasion?  The Third Invasion? 
8. What/Who is Dr. Device? 
9. Who are Ender’s squad leaders when he begins training with Mazer Rackham? 
10. What, according to Mazer, are Enders’s advantages and disadvantages when he faces the bugger fleet? 
11. “But as their trust in Ender as a commander grew their friendship…gradually disappeared…Ender was their 

teacher and commander, as distant from them as Mazer was from him.”  Why must Ender be isolated from his 
friends?  What dangers could arise from having “friendship” with those you must lead? 

12. What happens to Petra? 
13. Describe Ender’s “final examination.”  How does Ender win?  How is this victory like every other victory he has 

ever had?  What does Ender discover after it is done?  Were you surprised? 
14. Now that you know it all, think about how Ender was guided to this point.  How do you feel for Ender?  Why? 

 
Chapter 15: Speaker for the Dead 

1. Why do you think there is no introductory dialogue for this chapter? 
2. What is Graff going to do no that the war is over?  What is Anderson going to do? 
3. Why can’t Ender come back to earth? 
4. What happens to Locke and Demonsthenes?  
5. How did Valentine win her and Ender’s freedom from Peter?  What does Valentine intend to do? 
6. Why does Ender want to go to the buggers’ home world? 
7. How did the buggers control Ender’s computer game?  What does he find when he looks behind the mirror? 
8. Why does Ender refer to himself as the Speaker for the Dead?  Whose death s does he speak for? 
9. What mission does Ender go on at the end of the book? 
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QUESTIONS FOR THE OMNIVORE’S DILEMMA 
 
INTRODUCTION 

1. Why did Michael Pollan write this book? 
2. What is an ‘omnivore’? 
3. What is ‘the omnivore’s dilemma’? 
4. What is a food chain? 
5. What four food chains does Pollan investigate? 

 
CHAPTER 1: How Corn Took Over America 

1. What foods in the supermarket have corn in them? 
2. What are some of the names of ‘hidden corn’? 
3. How does carbon from corn get into human cells? 
4. How did corn become such an important crop? 

 
 

5. What did corn originally look like? 
 
CHAPTER 2: The Farm 

1. How did farming look in 1919? 
2. How has farming changed? 
3. How did farmers get seeds before 1930? 
4. How have hybrid seeds changed farming? 
5. How have GMO corn seeds changed farming? 

 
CHAPTER 3: From Farm to Factory 

1. What is agribusiness? 
2. How are fossil fuels connected to growing corn? 
3. How does the nitrogen cycle contribute to pollution? 
4. What is a subsidy? How have corn subsidies changed contributed to the high amounts of corn products we eat 

today? 
5. What role does agribusiness play in government policy making? How have agribusiness changed the policies to 

support corn? 
 
CHAPTER 4: The Grain Elevator 

1. What is number 2 corn? How did it get it’s name? 
2. What has happened as a result of farmers growing more corn than people demand?  
3. Where does most of the number 2 corn end up? Why has this happened?  

 
CHAPTER 5: The Feedlot - Turning Corn into Meat 

1. What is a feedlot?  
2. What is a CAFO? How and why were they created? 
3. Describe Steer 534’s first six months of life. 
4. Describe the relationship between cows and grass. What are ruminants?  
5. Describe Steer 534’s transition from pasture to feedlot. What is his life on the feedlot like? 
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6. What is Mad Cow Disease? How do people contract the disease? 
7. How and why does a corn-based diet make cows sick? 
8. What is the purpose of antibiotics? Why are they used on the feedlots? 
9. How many pounds of corn does it take to produce one pound of beef? How does this affect the price of meat? 

 
CHAPTER 6: Processed Food 

1. How much corn does the average American eat every year? 
2. What is a wet mill and what does it do? 
3. What is the corn industry’s most important product? What is it used to produce? What is the most valuable food 

product created from corn? 
4. What are some of the products made from dry-milled corn? What about wet-milled corn? Which products do you 

eat? Did you know that they were made of corn? 
5. What corn products make up a Twinkie? 

 
 
 
 

6. Why do companies love to make breakfast cereal? 
7. How do companies get people to buy more food? 

 
CHAPTER 7: Fat from Corn 

1. Describe the current trends in obesity and diabetes. Why is this a bad thing? Why do you think this is happening? 
2. Describe the change in sugar consumption from 1985 to 2006. 
3. How do Americans consume most of their daily sugar? 
4. How have soda companies convinced us to drink more soda? 
5. Explain how ‘supersizing’ works to get people to buy more food. 
6. How has evolution contributed to the obesity problem? 
7. Why do health problems associated with eat too much disproportionately affect poor people? 

 
CHAPTER 8: The Omnivore’s Dilemma 

1. How did people in the past decide what to eat? 
2. Why does our brain respond to sweetness? What does sweetness indicate to the brain? 
3. How did bitter flavors lead to cooking?  
4. What is a food culture?  
5. Who was the first American food ‘expert’?  What advice did he have about food? 
6. How do French food customs differ from the way typical Americans eat? 
7. What does Pollan say we lose when we don’t eat together at the dinner table? 

 
CHAPTER 9: My Fast-Food Meal 

1. What does Pollan mean by ‘eating alone, together’? 
2. What are some of the ingredients in chicken nuggets? Why are they scary? 
3. What kind of corn products appear in a McDonald’s meal? How much of the meal comes from corn? 
4. What are some of the effects of a corn-based diet on Americans? For poor people in other countries? For corn 

farmers? 
 
CHAPTER 10: Big Organic 
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1. What does Pollan mean when he says all the food at Whole Foods seems to have a story? 
2. What did organic mean to the first co-op owners in the 1960s? 
3. How has organic food changed? 
4. What happened in 1990 to increase the demand for organic food? 
5. Who own’s most of the organic food companies today? Why is that surprising? 
6. What do the different ‘organic’ labels mean? 
7. What are the differences between the organic industrial farm and the conventional industrial farm? 
8. What is the big problem Pollan finds with the way organic salad lettuce is processed and packaged? 

 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 11: More Big Organic 

1. What does “free-range” mean? 
2. How are the Rosie chicken’s lives different from what you imagine when you hear words like “free-range”? 
3. What food came the farthest to be on Pollan’s table for his big organic meal? Describe its journey. 
4. Is organic food better for you? 
5. What does Pollan mean by “eating oil”? 

 
CHAPTER 12: Polyface Farm 

1. Describe Polyface Farms. 
2. Describe the year of a typical pasture on Polyface farm. 
3. In what way does grass fit into this food chain? 
4. Compare and contrast the industrial farm setup to the Polyface Farms setup. 

 
CHAPTER 13: Grass 

1. Why does Joel move the cows? 
2. How does he move the cows? 
3. How does this benefit the farm as a whole? 

 
CHAPTER 14: The Animals 

1. How and why does Joel move the chicken pens? 
2. What is the “Eggmobile”? 
3. What other animals do Polyface Farms raise? 
4. How does Joel keep his pigs “happy”? 
5. How much food does Polyface Farm produce in a season? 

 
CHAPTER 15: The Slaughterhouse 

1. Why doesn’t Joel need expensive machinery to process his meat? 
2. WHy does Joel say no one should kill chickens everyday? 
3. How does Joel treat his chicken waste differently than it is treated in a slaughterhouse? 

 
CHAPTER 16: The Market 

1. What are some of the reasons Joel doesn’t ship his farm products? 
2. What are some of the reasons Joel’s customers give for coming to Polyface farms? 
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3. How does Joel justify the prices for his farm products? 
4. What are some of the ways that Polyface Farms foods get to customers?  
5. What is a ‘seasonal’ food? 
6. What does ‘eat your view’ mean? Why is it important? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 17: My Grass-Fed Meal 

1. What things does Pollan say are okay to buy not local? Why? 
2. Why does he choose to brine the chicken? What does brining do to the meat? 
3. What makes this meal special to Pollan even though the meal itself is pretty normal? 
4. What are some of the benefits of pasture raised animals? 

 
CHAPTER 18: The Forest 

1. How does Pollan plan to get the foods for his last meal? 
2. What are some of the benefits of the hunter-gatherer lifestyle according to Pollan? 
3. How does Pollan go about getting the important knowledge necessary to become a hunter? 
4. How does learning about hunting and gathering change the way Pollan sees the world around him? 

 
CHAPTER 19: Eating Animals 

1. What is Animal Liberation? What is the central argument of the book? 
2. What are some of the problem’s Pollan encountered as he explored becoming a vegetarian? 
3. What does Pollan think about animal suffering? 
4. Why does Pollan think it is important to really look at the industrial food system? 
5. What are some of the problems Pollan anticipates with the vegan food chain? 
6. What does Pollan think is the best way to kill an animal for the food system? Why? 

 
CHAPTER 20: Hunting 

1. What does Pollan decided to hunt? How does he decide to do this? 
2. What is a ‘feral’ pig? 
3. What problems does Pollan face on his hunt? 
4. How does his second attempt differ from his first attempt at hunting? 
5. How does Pollan feel after his first kill? 
6. How does a wild pig go from animal to meat? 
7. What does Pollan say about the joy of hunting? 

 
 
CHAPTER 21: Gathering 

1. What are some of the problems Pollan faces as a gatherer? 
2. What is one interesting fact you learned about fungi? 
3. What did Pollan learn about mushrooms? 
4. What were some of the challenges Pollan faced as a mushroom hunter? 
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5. How are plants and fungi in the forest different from those you might grow in your garden? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 22: The Perfect Meal 

1. What problems arose in Pollan’s ‘perfect’ meal? 
 
 
Afterword: 
What lessons will you take away from this book? 
What tips in the afterword will be the most useful for you personally? 
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